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Tips for Developing Communications Strategy 
 
 Take a total compensation approach – Compensation and benefits 

statements can show employees specifically what the company pays for their 
benefits and that their total compensation is far more than what gets deposited in 
their bank account. 

 Communicate the business reasons behind changes, but don’t stop 
there – Tell employees what they can do to help keep costs down and how their 
decisions and actions can benefit themselves as well as the company.  

 Do more targeted messaging – Different groups of employees have different 
interests and information needs. Messages and message delivery vehicles will be 
different for workers in their 20s than those in their 40s or 50s.  

 Select tools with your audience in mind – Younger employees, in 
particular, require different communication tactics. They are less likely to sit and 
listen to a 50-minute lecture and prefer electronic communication tools, such as e-
mail messages, Internet tools, or self-administered PowerPoint presentations. Older 
employees prefer group or one-on-one meetings, printed materials and telephone 
hotlines.  

 Use a variety of communication methods – No one size fits all. Face-to-
face meetings, e-mails, newsletters, decision guides, brochures, online calculators, 
automated hotlines, and web sites all have their place.  

 Focus on areas where communication can pay off – Determine areas in 
which employees may not be using benefits most appropriately and create targeted 
communications to address the problems.  

 Eliminate complexity – The average person reads at an eighth-grade level so it 
is important to avoid overusing benefits jargon, acronyms and legal terms.  

 Be persistent – Benefit communications isn’t a one-time event. Employees 
should to be consistently reminded about the advantages of their benefit plans.  

 Plan for the long term – Behavioral changes don’t take place overnight. Plan 
your communication campaigns to roll out over time to drive your message home.  

 Monitor results – Continuously review your communications and make 
modifications based on feedback from your audience. Involving employees in 
communication planning and evaluation goes a long way toward building 
commitment and acceptance of needed change.  


